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Disclaimer

This document contains material, which is under copyright of individual or several ForgetIT
consortium parties, and no copying or distributing, in any form or by any means, is allowed
without the prior written agreement of the owner of the property rights.

The commercial use of any information contained in this document may require a license
from the proprietor of that information.

Neither the ForgetIT consortium as a whole, nor individual parties of the ForgetIT consor-
tium warrant that the information contained in this document is suitable for use, nor that
the use of the information is free from risk, and accepts no liability for loss or damage
suffered by any person using this information.

This document reflects only the authors’ view. The European Community is not liable for
any use that may be made of the information contained herein.

c© 2013 Participants in the ForgetIT Project
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Executive summary

Whilst documents, photos, and videos are useful mediums for telling us about the past as
time goes by they become open to interpretation as their context is lost or changes be-
yond recognition. Although the ForgetIT project is not dealing with millennial old historical
documents, it is aiming to support the long-term archival storage of newly created docu-
ments. While we can easily interpret documents we create today, there is no guarantee
that even the author will be able to fully interpret them in a year or a decade from now,
and for personal preservation following generations may struggle to interpret documents
written by their forefathers. The ForgetIT project aims to reduce the burden of interpret-
ing archived documents by providing contextualization components that collect context at
archival time and then re-contextualize documents as they are retrieved from the archive
at a later date.

The rest of this deliverable is divided into four main sections. Firstly, in Section 1, we de-
fine exactly what we mean by context, before we outline the approach to contextualization
that we intend to follow within the ForgetIT project. Section 3 reports a review of the state-
of-the-art for the techniques we intend to utilize. Finally, Section 4 details our expected
research plan for the next six months and the first release of tools for contextualization,
which will be reported in deliverable D6.2.

It is worth noting that the techniques and planned work outlined in this deliverable are only
applicable to those documents freely selected for preservation. Those documents which
have to be retained for regulatory purposes are outside the scope of this work as legally
they have to be stored as-is without alteration or addition.
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1 What Is Context?

contextualize, v. To place in, or treat as part of, a context [1]

Adequate context is vital for the correct interpretation of stored information. Just as words
in isolation are often ambiguous (is a mention of ‘apple’ referring to the fruit or the con-
sumer electronics company?) so textual documents, photos and videos are enhanced by
knowledge of their context. Imagine flicking through the holiday photos of a total stranger;
the chances are that you would be unable to form a coherent and correct understanding
of their travels. In a similar way a single document from a company website is likely to be
open to misinterpretation without access to either the rest of the site, or possibly internal
company documents.

One of the most challenging aspects of dealing with context is that it is never explicitly
stated; a considerable portion of the context required interpretation residies within the
memory of those doing the interpretation. This might be general background knowledge,
expert knowledge, knowledge about processes in a company, or personal knowledge
about a holiday drip. In addition relevant context might be distributed over various items
of information such as documents, photos, process and structure descriptions, etc.

If an information object has to be interpreted in a context, which is different from its context
of creation, some of the information about its original context has to made explicit and
associated with the information object, in order to ensure a consistent interpretation. This
is the process of contextualization. In ForgetIT, we are specifically interested in being able
to ensure that an information object can be fully understood many years into the future.
This can be formally stated as:

For a piece of information i, contextualization is the process of providing
sufficient additional information c+ (context information) such that i can be
interpreted/understood in a future context of interpretation CF in a similar way
as it has been interpreted in the original context CO:

I(i, CO) ∼= I((i⊕ c+), CF ) (1.1)

where the function I(i, C) refers to the interpretation of the information object
i in context C.

The process of contextualization is non-trivial, and requires at least some knowledge
about the intended interpretation in the original context as well as an estimation, of what
will be required in order to understand the information object in any future context.

For long-term archiving, as envisaged by the ForgetIT project, where there could easily
be decades between CO and CF , it becomes vitally important that adequate context is
preserved along with each item that is stored. Such context, allows archived items to
be fully and correctly interpreted at some undefined future date. This leaves us needing
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to answer a number of important questions; what are relevant aspects of context in the
context of preservation and for different types of information objects? how are archived
items linked to their context?, how should context (information) be stored? and how do we
keep the context information up to date? Answers to these questions form the backbone
of the rest of this deliverable, while the remainder of this section aims to give a brief
overview of exactly what we mean by context within the scope of the ForgetIT project.

The context of a document can be defined from two alternative perspectives. Firstly we
have the explicit information which describes the document; when and by whom the doc-
ument was authored, where a photo was taken, etc. The context of a document can also
be defined as the set of information required to understand a document after a period of
time has elapsed. When considering long-term archiving this period could easily be 10,
20, or more years.

A nice metaphor for context is to think of the information to be in a box, which forms the
context of its interpretation [2]. This box is described by a set of parameters such as
time, location, language interpretation, which are left implicit in the content of the box,
since they are obvious or implicitly known. As a simple example think of the sentence ”It’s
raining today”. It for example does not say anything about the location, since it is implicitly
known between the speakers. When we are now moving information, such as the above
sentence, to another box (i.e. context), some of the parameters of the original box have
to be made explicit depending upon the parameters of the original box. In ForgetIT, we
are especially focussing on context transition with large gaps of time between the boxes
(implied by long-term preservation).

There has been a lot of discussion on context dimensions in previous work, especially
in the context of formal context models. A set of 12 context dimensions has, for exam-
ple, be propagated by CYC [3]. Our initial set of context dimensions is inspired by this
earlier work as well as by the special requirements of using the context information for
contextualization in a preservation context. In identifying relevant context dimensions, we
have focussed on two scenarios; personal information management and organizational
information management.

In general, context can be described along a wide variety of dimensions. The initial chal-
lenge is to identify a set of dimensions of context together with features to be considered
in the individual context dimensions, which are useful for a long-term preservation set-
ting. Based on this starting point, a subset of features will be selected depending on the
type and granularity of document to be contextualized, the concrete preservation setting
(personal vs. organizational preservation) and other factors.

The set of context dimensions and associated features currently under consideration are:

• Time: The temporal dimension is a crucial component of context and can be sub-
divided as follows:

– Creation Time: the time at which the document has been created.

– Content Time: this is the time the content refers to and which can, for example,
be encoded as temporal expressions inside the document (e.g. yesterday, last
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week, etc.).

• Location: This refers to locations associated with an information object. For photos
this is likely to be the location the photo was taken, whereas a textual document may
well mention numerous locations which may relate to the context of the document
(e.g. the location of a holiday, the headquarters of the company, etc.). It is also
important to take into account the hierarchical nature of location information (i.e.
Sheffield is a town in South Yorkshire, which is part of England, which is part of the
UK, which is within Europe) to allow for aggregation and spatial search [4].

• Topic: The topic(s) of the document or document section. As the meaning of a
topic might change over time, it will be important to identify the specific interpretation
commonly assumed at the point of archiving the document.

• Entity Space: This refers to the entities associated with the information object under
consideration. This might be different types of entities such as persons, organiza-
tions, events, etc. Features to be considered here are named entities contained in
a document, persons or monuments depicted on a photo, etc.

• Document Space: Information objects do not usually occur in isolation, but as part
of a logical collection of some form (a company website, photos from a single trip,
etc.). Those related documents contribute to the understanding of the information
object under consideration.

Together these context dimensions should provide enough information to allow us to both
describe and understand any document (text, image, video, etc.) we wish to archive and
as such will form the backbone of the context archived with them as well as the context we
will aim to re-create on retrieving an archived item. The rest of this deliverable describes
the approach we intend to follow to generating such context within the ForgetIT project as
well as the relevant state-of-the-art.
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Figure 1: Contextualization Challenges in Preservation.

2 The ForgetIT Approach to Contextualization

As we have already show contextualization is a vitally important part of a long-term preser-
vation strategy and our approach to the problem is summarized in Figure 1. This approach
consists of the following four components:

• Contextualization: All documents are associated with context (this may be docu-
ment metadata or external world knowledge, see Section 1) and this component is
responsible for making the context explicit. We envisage that in most cases context
will be encoded within an ontology. An ontology based context will bring multiple
benefits and allow for a level of reasoning over the context (i.e. documents that
mention Sheffield are also relevant if the user is interested in documents about the
UK). We plan on utilizing existing techniques for information extraction (from both
text and images) and disambiguation to link the extracted entities to an ontology.
The exact ontologies used will depend on the specific usage scenario, but we would
envisage using public ontologies (i.e. DBpedia) where possible.

• Context-Aware Preservation: This component is responsible for ensuring that
when a document (textual or otherwise) is selected for preservation that the ap-
propriate context is also archived. A naı̈ve approach would be to simply archive a
fresh copy of the entire context ontology with each item selected for preservation.
While this would ensure that no context was lost it would be very wasteful. Many
items will have the same context (e.g. a diary and a photo collection from a single
trip would have the same context and company documents would all be written in
the context of the same management structure) and as such the context should only
be archived once.

• Evolution-Aware Contextualization: The ForgetIT project is focused on long-term
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digital preservation and over any reasonable time period the context of an individual
document is likely to change and modelling this must be considered as part of the
archiving strategy. Common changes in context would include changes in organiza-
tional roles, personal relationships, as well as unrelated world knowledge which may
form part of a documents context (e.g. geo-political changes). In some situations
simply archiving an updated version of the ontology (alongside the original) may
suffice to model changes in context. In the worst case documents may need to be
processed in order to understand how changes in context will affect their meaning;
this would be an ideal job for a storlet working within the preservation archive.

• Re-Contextualization: The final step in the process of contextualization occurs
when a document is retrieved from the archive at some future date. We envisage
this being a user driven process with documents retrieved based on searching for
specific items or via browsing the context of other documents (which may or may
not be in the archive). Firstly it is important that once retrieved from the archive and
put back into active use that the context is correctly retrieved and updated where
necessary (possibly requiring techniques similar to those used for the initial contex-
tualization), but equally important is that the process of re-contextualization should,
where possible, not rely on a specific information management system, or even
the ForgetIT framework as it would be presumptuous beyond measure to assume
that the ForgetIT framework will remain unchanged (or will even still exist) within
a century, yet we will still want to be able to retrieve items we preserve using the
framework.

This overview, however brief, should enable the reader to visualize the process of con-
textualization and the components that will be created by the project. It is likely that
numerous versions of each component will be developed either to target different docu-
ment types (text, images etc.) of for different domains (personal versus organizational) as
well as to experiment with different algorithms. The following section, Section 3, discuses
the relevant state-of-the-art techniques which we intend to investigate and to develop to
provide contextualization within the ForgetIT framework.
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3 The Current State-of-the-Art

3.1 Information Contextualization

Whilst the context of textual documents may well be the same as that for images and
videos it is clear that methods for determining the context will differ widely. As such this
section is divided into two sub-sections. Firstly the relevant state-of-the-art algorithms
for extracting context from textual documents is presented and then those for multimedia
content.

3.1.1 Textual Content

Topics of interest for text analysis to perform contextualization include, but are not limited
to, the following:

• Ontology Based Information Extraction (OBIE) techniques will be used to semanti-
cally annotate documents. The specific ontologies used will depend upon the use-
cases. It is likely that standard Linked Open Data (LOD) resources will be useful for
the organizational scenario (WP10), although it is less clear how applicable they will
be to the personal preservation scenario (WP9).

• Ontologies, certainly in the personal preservation scenario (WP9), may not contain
every important entity. In such situations it would be desirable to allow users to up-
date their personal ontology (i.e. their PIMO, see D9.1 for more details). Without
such updates re-contextualization may be difficult if not impossible. Such function-
ality will need to be developed within this workpackage but incorporated into the
ForgetIT framework as being developed by WP8.

• The expansion, with relevant extra content, of image labels.

Identification of Named Entities (NE) such as people, organisations and locations is fun-
damental to semantic annotation and is the starting point of more advanced text mining
algorithms. For instance, sentiment analysis is widely used in finance to extract the latest
signals and events from news that could affect stock prices. However, before extract-
ing company-related sentiment, it is necessary to identify the documents containing the
corresponding and unambiguous company entities. Humans usually resolve ambiguities
based on context and the current trend is to use publicly available Linked Open Data
(LOD) to extend the context. While these techniques are currently focused on automatic
approaches to entity disambiguation, they can easily be re-cast as approaches to contex-
tualization of textual content. A good example of how this might work within ForgetIT is
to look at how GATE Mı́mir [5, 6] can be used to combine external context with document
content to provide a rich search experience.

GATE Mı́mir can be used to combine text, semantic annotations, and external knowledge
bases into a single searchable index. The semantic annotations can be produced using
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any GATE application [7] allowing for a very flexible framework. As an example of how
powerful such a combination can be, consider searching a collection of news articles for
mentions of any member of the UK Labour party who also attended Edinburgh University
being quoted. This is clearly not a query you could carry out using standard keyword
search without a lot of prior research to determine the set of relevant people. Using GATE
Mı́mir, however, the relevant documents can be located using the following query1:
{Person sparql = "SELECT ?inst WHERE {

?inst :party <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Labour_Party_%28UK%29> .
?inst :almaMater <http://dbpedia.org/resource/University_of_Edinburgh>

}"
} [0..3] root:say

Whilst a full explanation of the GATE Mı́mir query syntax is beyond the scope of this
discussion (see [5] for the full details) this query breaks down into three main parts.

• The query starts by looking for any mention of a Person within the documents. This
is possible as the GATE application used to annotate the documents [8] creates
Person annotations that span each mention of a person.

• Each Person annotation, where possible, has also been linked against an instance
in DBpedia2. This allows us to restrict the set of Person annotations our query
matches to just those which satisfy a SPARQL query; in this instance those people
who are both a member of the UK Labour party and who were educated at the
University of Edinburgh.

• The Person annotations which match the SPARQL query are then combined with
a search of the document content to find those mentions which occur no more than
three tokens before an instance of the verb to say (by searching on the root form of
a token we will match say as well as saying, says, and said).

This query could be extended further to include document metadata (such as publication
date etc.) but this simple example should hopefully illustrate the fact that the query is re-
turning documents which do not explicitly mention the requested information; none of the
documents returned mention the University of Edinburgh. In other words the documents
are being retrieved based upon their context as well as their content. While search is not
the focus of this work package it is clear that these techniques involved determining the
context of the entities within the document and similar techniques will be explored as part
of the contextualization work of ForgetIT.

In the field of Information Retrieval, contextualization has been defined as the process of
estimating the relevance of a given document unit or a structural text by exploiting infor-
mation coming from the surrounding document units or structural text [9]. Such definition
is used in [10] as a starting point to perform contextualization of hyper-linked and semi-
structured documents. In that work an internal and an external context are associated
to every document. The former consists of the set of incoming and outgoing links in the

1You can try this query at http://demos.gate.ac.uk/mimir/gpd/search/index
2http://dbpedia.org
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citation graph involving the document; the latter is represented by the internal and hier-
archical structure of the document. The approach is then evaluated on the set of XML
documents representing Wikipedia pages.

Spatial and temporal contextualization addresses the problem of defining the information
context by taking into account both the spatial and temporal dimensions. Some research
effort has been spent in this direction by the NEVAC3, which contextualized unstructured
documents by extracting implicit geographical and temporal references from them. As re-
ported in [11], this was achieved through named entity recognition, relationship extraction
and geographic information retrieval. As a further reference, an approach that focuses
only on spatial contextualization, exploiting ontologies, can be found in [12].

Contextify4 is an off-the-shelf product for email contextualization [13]. The context of a
given email includes related emails, people, attachments and web links. Searching and
visualization features are available to quickly filter and highlight search results. In addition
to the list of conversation threads that match a given query, the network of people partic-
ipating in those conversations is displayed as well. Each node in the network represents
a person and the directed edges between the nodes tell who send emails to whom.

3.1.2 Multimedia Content

Multimedia content can provide useful information for image and video contextualization.
Image similarity assessment and concept detection are two methods of multimedia anal-
ysis which can provide this information. As far as similarity is concerned, given a query
image, several relevant images can be retrieved, and since the retrieved images are close
to it, the information provided by them can be used for putting the original query image
in context. Below we will briefly discuss techniques for similarity assessment between
individual images and then we will extend these techniques for similarity assessment be-
tween collections of images. Moreover, we will present techniques for augmenting one
image collection with images included in other similar collections providing more informa-
tion to the image collection of interest. As far as concept detection is concerned, this can
used for enhancing the assessment of image similarity that is calculated from low - level
features alone.

Similarity assessment and concept detection for individual items

Many methods for similarity assessment have been introduced during the years trying
to support the identification of similar or dissimilar multimedia items. First, in order to
describe an image or video, a feature extraction technique is needed and several such
techniques have been introduced. For feature extraction, the image characteristics that
are used are either global image characteristics (global descriptors) or local image char-
acteristics (local descriptors). After extracting a feature vector for each of the two or more

3North–East Visualization and Analytics Center
4http://contextify.net
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media items that we want to compare, a similarity measure is used for deciding whether
two items are similar to each other or not. For this, a number of description distance func-
tions have been introduced as similarity measures, from the simple Euclidean distance
to more specialized functions. For a more detailed presentation of the various feature
extraction and similarity assessment techniques that have been proposed, we refer the
reader to deliverable D4.1 of WP4.

As mentioned above, concept detection is another multimedia analysis method that can
provide more information about the multimedia items and enhance the similarity assess-
ment process. Concept detection typically involves the following steps: content sampling
(e.g selection of a low - resolution version of the image or selection of keyframe of the
video), to reduce the amount of visual information that will need to be processed; feature
extraction, as described above; application of trained concept detectors (often based on
Support Vector Machine classifiers or other machine learning techniques), to associate
the low - level features extracted from the media item with one or more high - level con-
cepts, e.g. ’outdoors’, ’building’ etc. that can describe the visual content in a human -
understandable way. Then, these high level concepts can be used to complement the low
- level features, for assessing the similarity between a pair of images. Again, we refer the
reader to D4.1 for a detailed state-of-the-art report on concept detection.

Similarity assessment for image or video collections

We describe above how similarity assessment can provide useful information for image
contextualization. An extension of it, i.e. a method for similarity assessment between im-
age collections, rather that individual images, is even of greater importance in supporting
this goal. Due to the increasing amount of multimedia items captured by various different
users, many image collections end up containing images that are similar to those of one or
more other collections, being in fact about the same real - life event, e.g. a specific music
concert or sporting event. Whilst the collections exhibit both thematic and visual similarity,
the information contained in each of them (e.g. some images that are in only one of these
collections) or provided for each of them (e.g. any textual description of them or accom-
panying metadata) may differ a lot. For this, finding sets of images with similar content
gives us the opportunity to augment the one which is lacking information in some respect,
thus facilitating its correct interpretation. A simple way of comparing an image collection
to another collection is to compare each image of the one collection to all images of the
other independently. Reviewing the state-of-the-art in this area we only find one approach
dealing with this challenge. As the authors in [14] report, they are the first who proposed a
technique for similarity assessment between sets of images. Specifically, they introduced
a new visual-based method for retrieving events in photo collections. In their work, each
event is described by a set of images. The method is similar to object detection, and
the authors make an analogy between the components they use in their method and the
components of a typical object detection pipeline: event-records correspond to images;
global visual features describing each picture of the record correspond to the local visual
features describing points or regions of interest in an image; geo-coordinates and time
stamps of the images correspond to spatial positions of the local features
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In their approach, the authors make use of both visual content and contextual metadata.
The information that is used for the similarity assessment between the sets of photos
is time information, geographic information and visual content information. Time and
geographic information are commonly used in retrieving events but have limitations which
can be overcome by combining them with the visual content information. Thus, visual
content is used at the first stage of their method to detect potential matches and the time
and geo information is used at the second stage of the procedure in order to re - rank
the results. Summarizing the method of [14], all images are associated with their geo
- coordinate and time stamps and their visual content is described by a visual feature
vector. Then the below steps are followed:

• Visual Matching: each query image feature is matched to the full features dataset.
The matching is achieved with a distributed similarity search framework based on
Multi-Probe Locality Sensitive Hashing and the MapReduce programming model
[15, 16].

• Stop List: the records are filtered and those that have at least two matches are kept
for the next steps.

• Geo-temporal consistency: a translation model between the query record and the
retrieved records is computed. A final score is computed taking into account both
geo and time metadata.

• Prior constraints: Depending on the application context, prior constraints are ob-
tained on the acceptable values of the geo and time informations.

Evaluation of the proposed approach has been tested on LastFM-Flickr dataset showing
good results.

As mentioned above similarity between image collections is performed in order to find
collections with relevant characteristics and enhance the information of the collection of
interest. Based on this, given one image collection we can try to find related images which
are included in other similar collections and augment the collection of interest with that
images. To our knowledge, there is no such approach in the state of the art. Nevertheless,
we expect that it will be possible to accomplish this by using clustering algorithms. We
believe that by dividing images into clusters it will be possible to find several images that
will provide additional information and use them for augmenting the target collection. As
for the clustering algorithms that may be used, several of them have been presented in
deliverable D4.1 of WP4, and we refer the reader to it for more details.

Additionally, all the aforementioned techniques can be used either for image or video
collection or for mixed collections.

While managing personal collections of multimedia documents, issues come from the
great difference between multimedia objects and the high number of dimensions that
are required to describe them. An approach to ontology–based multimedia document
management, covering the semantic description of multimedia objects during their life–
cycle, has been presented in [17]. The metadata of multimedia documents are extracted
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and then extended with both semantic and context information. The former is retrieved by
querying an ontology, the latter is inferred from tracking user activities over time. Changes
of such additional information are managed by taking into account the different phases of
the document life–cycle.

3.2 Detecting Evolving Semantics

Accessing or searching archived collections (such as web archives) can be affected by
terminology evolution over time [18], for instance, changes of words related to their def-
initions, semantics, and names (people, location, etc.). It is important to note that ter-
minology evolution is a continuous process that can be observable also in a short term
period caused by two major problems: 1) spelling variation in the modern and historic
language, and 2) semantics changes over time (new words are introduced, others disap-
pears, or the meaning of words changes). Previous work [19, 20] addressed the spelling
variation problem using techniques from cross language information retrieval. They used
probabilistic rule-based approaches for handling term variants when searching historic
texts. In this case, a user can search using queries in contemporary language and the
issued queries are translated into an old spelling possibly unknown to the user, which is
similar to a query expansion technique in IR. Ernst-Gerlach and Fuhr proposed two ways
to perform query expansion: an expansion of query and an expansion of index. In the first
case, a set of rules is automatically constructed for mapping historic terms into modern
terms. In the latter case, based on a lexical database, terms are indexed together with
their synonyms and holonyms as additional indices.

Preliminary studies on the effect of named entity evolution in searching web archives are
presented in [21, 22, 23, 24]. Berberich et al. proposed a method based on a hidden
Markov model for reformulating a query to use time specific terminology. Kaluarachchi
et al. studied the problem of concepts (or entities) whose names can change over time.
They proposed to discover concepts that evolve over time using association rule min-
ing, and used the discovered concepts to translate time-sensitive queries and answered
appropriately. Tahmasebi et al. proposed to automatically detect terminology evolution
within large, historic document collections by using clustering techniques and analysing
co-occurrence graph. Kanhabua and Nørvåg defined a time-based synonym as a term
semantically related to a named entity at a particular time period. They extracted syn-
onyms of named entities from link anchor texts in Wikipedia articles using the full history
and conducted experiments by measuring increased precision and recall in search re-
sults when employing time-based synonyms. The limitation of this approach is that an
external knowledge source like Wikipedia does not cover all entities and are not able to
capture ephemeral names or jargon used in everyday language or social media. In addi-
tion, none of previous work has addressed entity evolution in the context of personal and
organizational archives as we will conduct in this project.
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3.3 Context-Aware Preservation

Preservation is usually a deliberate undertaking, carried out by people determined and/or
assigned to the task of preserving information. Therefore the context-aware part of the
preservation is usually cared for manually by those who undertake this task (e.g. an
archivist). The context as such is described by adding metadata to the preserved object,
which in OAIS terminology [25] might be of either context or provenance type.

The archivists (or similar) usually also make the decisions on what to preserve, and what
should be included as part of the object and as metadata. In this project, the idea is
however that the ForgetIT system should assist in making those decisions, or even taking
the decisions itself. If the system notices that some information has not been actively
used for some time, it might decide to transfer it to the Archival Information System (AIS)
by first transforming it into an Submission Information Package (SIP) and then initiate a
transfer to the AIS. Preservation workflows are described in more detail in deliverable
D5.1.

3.3.1 Defining the SIP

It might sound like a trivial task to determine what should be included in a Submission
Information Package, and in its simplest form it probably is. You could certainly always
send in everything that is contextually relevant for the object you want to preserve, includ-
ing e.g. information about the creator and the creating organisation, all relevant contextual
documentation (in other words, other information objects), the file format specifications for
both the information object and for the metadata, and so on - but as you might realise, that
would be quite an undertaking, and also most likely a waste of (some) effort since some of
the information already might exist in the AIS. Typical information that already might exist
is (not exclusive): file format specifications; creator information; organisation information;
contextual information objects (ingested earlier); descriptions of software used for access

3.3.2 When to Transfer

Decisions on when to transfer information objects to an archive (or to preservation sys-
tems) is usually taken on a policy basis, e.g. ’this particular document type should be
sent to the archive as soon as it is marked as closed and then retained for 10 years’. This
could of course be handled automatically (e.g. by a document management system) as it
is based upon well formulated rules.

The idea in the ForgetIT project is to make these decisions in a more fluid (but still au-
tomated) way, where some policies may exist but where the decisions are based on e.g.
the usage frequency, age of object, date of relevance, related individuals, and so on.
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4 Contextualization Research Plan

An overall high-level research plan as well as the goals for the research in contextualiza-
tion has already been defined in the description of work (see especially the description
of WP6 in the DoW). This section does not attempt to repeat that discussion but rather
sets out the the research activities planned for the coming months leading up to month
12 and the first release of components for contextualization. The main focus of the next
six months will be the following three research topics:

• formally defining a model of context to provide a theoretical underpinning to the
components developed within the work package.

• prototype components that implement the four main strands of evolution-aware con-
textualization; context extraction, context aware preservation, context evolution, and
re-contextualization (see Section 2 for more details of these components)

• initial experiments into all aspects of (re-)contextualization to validate the context
model and to provide a baseline for future evaluation – some of these experiments
have already started and are reported below.

The research plan will be frequently revisited and re-aligned with the activities in the
rest of the project as well as with the requirements identified in collaboration with the
two application pilots (WP9 and WP10) and the work in the architecture work package
(WP8). The remainder of this section outlines how we see these three strands of research
progressing over the next six months.

4.1 A Context Model for Contextualized Remembering

As a foundation for the other work and also closely interrelated with the work on contex-
tualization methods it is planned to develop an adequate context model for the contex-
tualization tasks in the ForgetIT project. This work has already started and the following
important questions are currently under discussion:

• Which dimensions of context are most relevant for contextualization in For-
getIT? In the introductory section we already presented Time, Location, Topics,
Entity Space and Document Space as an initial set of dimensions to be considered
in ForgetIT. We have started from the well-established context dimensions time, lo-
cation and topics, where time is considered with two sub-dimensions of creation
time and content time. We have added the entity space and the document space
as as further dimensions, because we think the entities and the documents and
information object is interlinked with, are very important for its interpretation and ,
thus, should also be considered for contextualization. It is expected that there might
be still some dimensions or sub-dimensions added for the organizational use case,
where it is expected that e.g. related processes and organizational structures can
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also play an important role for the interpretation of information objects. This could,
for example, be modelled as sub-dimensions of the topic dimension.

• For each of the selected context dimensions, which information/features should
be captured and preserved? After identifying e.g. related documents or related
entities, it has to be decided, which aspects of the context objects to capture as
part of the context (e.g. which properties of the entities or the full document or
just summaries). This process of selecting adequate features is expected to create
varying results depending upon the type of information object and the use case un-
der consideration. We expect, however to be able to identify some core time travel
representations for the different dimensions (e.g. for entities) that can be adapted
for the individual cases. It will also be considered here, that the context itself might
again raise contextualization problems: Over time, it might become difficult or im-
possible to interpret the information that has been stored as context information.
Thus, in selecting the way that the context is represented we also have to take into
account its robustness with respect to evolution.

• How to balance between capturing sufficient context and keeping context in-
formation concise? Sufficient context information is required, in order to support
future interpretation. In contrast, it is also important to keep the preserved content
compact and to avoid to much redundancy.

4.2 Prototype Contextualization Components

As previously mentioned the majority of work planned within this work package over the
next six months will focus on producing prototype contextualization components for use
within the ForgetIT framework. It is envisaged that at least four components will be devel-
oped:

• A component for determining the context of textual documents. This is likely to be
based around information extraction and disambiguation techniques as discussed
in Section 3.1.1. This will be a generic domain independent component to provide
a baseline implementation before use case specific techniques are developed later
in the project.

• A component for determining the context of multimedia documents. This component
will be based around current state-of-the-art techniques in image processing as
detailed in Section 3.1.2.

• Integration with the archive to allow for storing the context along with the documents.
The majority of this work will fall within WP5, the main focus in WP6 will be ensuring
that the requirements for context aware preservation are accurately described and
provided as input to WP5.
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Figure 2: Block-diagram of the preliminary experiments in Re-Contextualization.

• A component to perform re-contextualization. An initial component to retrieve docu-
ments and their content from the archive will be developed and integrated into frame-
work. This is likely, in the first instance, to be a simple implementation restores the
items as archived. Further development of this component will depend heavily on
the interfaces developed as part of the use cases. During the next research period
requirements will be gathered to inform future development work.

It is worth noting at this stage that no mention is made of developing components for
evolution-aware contextualization. While this is clearly an important part of the ForgetIT
framework, it is difficult to envisage developing a component without having both a better
understanding of the context model as well as components to determine context (i.e. you
need to know what to evolve). The development of this component will, however, form a
large part of the development work in this work package during the second year of the
project.

4.3 (Re-)Contextualization Experiments

A further research line, which will be followed in the initial phase is re-contextualization,
especially a-posteriori re-contextualization, i.e. the context is not stored at creation time,
but it is re-constructed and interpretation time from external sources. These experiments
are expected to give good insights into which information is required for a successful
re-contextualization.

A preliminary experiment to investigate re-contextualizing a set of documents by exploiting
an external knowledge base has already been started within the scope of this project.
This experiment aimed to augment a given document - typically an older document - with
external information in order to allow the reader to form a better understanding of the
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documents content. The datasets which are used in such investigation are the New York
Times annotated corpus5 (as document collection) and Wikipedia6 (as knowledge base).

An high–level overview of the first experiments is depicted in Figure 2. References to
named entities, temporal expressions and locations are extracted from the text of a given
New York Times article. Then, the entities are linked to Wikipedia, i.e. they are mapped to
their corresponding Wikipedia pages. Entities that do not have an associated Wikipedia
page are simply ignored for the moment. Once the linking has been performed, the con-
tent of the Wikipedia pages representing the entities in the original article can be retrieved.
This represents the knowledge pool from which the re-contextualizing information will be
extracted. Clearly, not all the text of a Wikipedia page is related to the input article: we
are interested only in those sections that are somehow related to the original context of
the article. To this end, we use temporal expressions and locations extracted from the
article to select the relevant sections. For the moment filtering units are sentences, i.e.
Wikipedia pages are split into sentences, and a sentence is kept only if it contains either
a temporal expressions or a location that is present in the original article. Finally, the
extracted sentences or a summary of the extracted sentences will be combined with the
original article in order to Re-Contextualize it.

The first experiments, as described above, focus on entities for the contextualization. As
a next step it is planned to extend the approach to topics. This is expected to provide
even more relevant re-contextualization information for an improved understanding. It
is however, also expected that this form of contextualization will be more challenging
due to the less clear identifiability of topics (as compared to entities). A further step in
contextualization will include events as an additional feature of the context model. Given
the entities mentioned inside a document, the basic intuition is that knowing the events
in which the entities were involved might lead to a better understanding of the document.
Finally, another line of extension of the approach is the inclusion of evolution aspects such
as terminology evolution. Here methods will be shared with the work in evolution-aware
contextualization (see above).

5http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/catalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2008T19
6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main Page
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5 Conclusions

This deliverable has provided a concrete research plan for the next stage of the project.
The research will focus on defining a formal model of context and implementing initial
prototype components to implement the model. These components will initially focus on
contextualization with later prototypes focusing more on the evolution of context and re-
contextualization. This arrangement of work will allow us to provide basic components
early within the project and incorporate feedback on them as well as information from the
development of the use cases into future versions. These components will be based on
a number of state-of-the-art techniques which are outlined in Section 3 and which should
allow us to develop efficient and performant approaches which will benefit users of the
ForgetIT framework.
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